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 To resolve the error that occurs when you execute a query from SQL Server Management Studio, make sure the following is set to true: The Run As Configurations are set to SQL, Developer and Debugger. The issue cannot occur in Data Tools, SQL Server Query Analyzer, SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT), or other tools. You can check this setting by selecting Tools > Options and clicking on the
Environment > SQL Server Tools > Run as from the menu bar. In Visual Studio, you can fix this issue by opening the properties of the.sqlproj project file. After you have opened the Properties of the project, you can navigate to the element and set the following property: /res:SQLServer - The following properties have been set: Type: Configuration:run Name:Run as Value:SQL, Developer This can

be reset by selecting Tools > Options and selecting the Environment > SQL Server Tools > Run as. Notes: If you see the issue when executing a stored procedure, the issue is different. The following article provides instructions on how to fix this issue: Resolving an issue when calling a stored procedure from Microsoft SQL Server tools. References External links How to: Use the SQL Server
Management Studio to create a table or view Category:Microsoft SQL Server Category:SQL programming toolsQ: Variable in a for loop is skipped when exiting loop and used by next iteration I am looping through a list of two dimensional array, but when I exit the loop with break or return it skips the variable that I've been using. For example, my variable i is skipped, but I want to reuse it in next

iteration. i = 0 for j in range(len(self.card_list)): for i in range(len(self.card_list[j])): print(i) print(j) if self.card_list[j][i] == '@': print(self.card_list[j][i]) self.card_list[j][i] = '@' 82157476af
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